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MCA ROLE PROFILE
1.  JOB DETAILS
Who:
This section should provide an indication of who the jobholder will need to liaise with.  This should not be an exhaustive list but focus on who the key stakeholders are.
Key Stakeholders
This section should provide an indication of who the jobholder will need to liaise with.  This should not be an exhaustive list but focus on who the key stakeholders are.
Why:
This section should provide an indication of who the jobholder will need to liaise with.  This should not be an exhaustive list but focus on who the key stakeholders are.
2.  COMPETENCIES FOR RECRUITMENT, SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE
Key Civil Service Competencies
Select, from the drop down list, which Civil Service Competencies are essential for the role. This is usually around six.
Level
Insert the level for the role. This depends on the Grade of the role, as follows:Level	Grade1	AA	AO2	EO3	HPTO	SPTO	HEO	SEO	MS1	MS24	G7	G6
Technical Competencies / or Professions - where applicable
This section should set out the essential technical competency requirements for the role. These must be selected either from the relevant MCA Technical Framework (Coastguard or Surveyor) or from the list of Professions available via Civil Service Learning.
 Area of Skill/Knowledge
Use the wording of the selected competency heading from the relevant framework.
Framework
Select the relevant framework from the drop down list.
Level
The level statements for Coastguard or Surveyor Competencies are set out below.  The Level Statements for the other Professional frameworks should be taken from the relevant framework which can be accessed via Civil Service Learning.  These do not need to be the same as the Civil Service Competency Framework Level for the post. 
Level definitions for technical competency or professions
 
Level 0 - No knowledge required.
Level 1 - Overview knowledge, an appreciation of the subject.  The jobholder needs to have knowledge of the key           
            principles but is not expected to apply the knowledge in detail.
Level 2 - Basic knowledge and experience.  The jobholder has to have a good grasp of the fundamentals of the 
            areas of knowledge but needs to refer to other sources for detailed information when required to deal with          
            other than the most straightforward situations. Supervision and guidance from more experienced colleagues 
            is expected.
Level 3 - Detailed knowledge with more experience.  The job holder needs to have built on basic knowledge and 
            experience of a range of applications and deals with the majority of situations encountered on own initiative.
Level 4 - Specialist.  The job holder needs to consistently apply a detailed knowledge and experience and is an 
            acknowledged source of guidance and advice in the most difficult and complex areas.
- All roles are expected to at all times behave in accordance with these
These are included as standard in the role profile template.  All people undertaking work on behalf of the MCA are expected, at all times, to behave in accordance with these values.
3.  MCA VALUES 
These are included as standard in the role profile template.  All people undertaking work on behalf of the MCA are expected, at all times, to behave in accordance with these values.
4.  ESSENTIAL MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS AND OTHER SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
Relevant Experience & Qualifications
Consider the qualifications, experience and/or any requirements that are specifically related to the needs of the role. Remember: this is what is required for the role and not in connection with anyone who may fill the role.  Desirable criteria may also be included in this section.Criteria must be applied equally to all groups irrespective of age, sex, race, age, nationality, religion or belief, disability, membership or non-membership of a trade union. To do otherwise is potentially discriminatory. Therefore, experience must not be set out in terms of time (i.e 5 years experience) as this could potentially be age discrimination. Instead, consider the type of experience that the post holder must have in order to complete the role.
The role requires security clearance (approved by the Head of Information Assurance)
Security checks may be required for specific roles.  This requirement should be discussed with the Head of Information Assurance in the first instance.
Criminal Record Bureau clearance 
If the role is an exempted position as provided for in the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 or is going to be carrying out regulated activity, for example frequent and intensive work with children or vulnerable adults, a criminal record bureau check may be required. Please contact HR for more information.
and/or
Special Features of the role (working hours/health standards, etc.)
This section should include information about business travel requirements, working hours and relevant health standards together with any other information that is relevant to the role.
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